
Name: _______________________________ 
Date: _________________________________ 
 

RESEARCH PROJECT: RESEARCH PAPER – LAW / POLICY / HISTORY GUIDELINES 
Writing Workshop #2 

 

For this section of your research paper, you will individually research, record notes for, and write a research 

paragraph about a law, policy, or historical court case regarding your topic of discrimination/inequality. 
 

To start this section, begin by researching what laws are there that protect against discrimination in regards to 

your topic. You may find that certain amendments ensure a particular freedom. Or, there may be a law that 

protects against a certain form of inequality in the work place. Or, there may be a historical Supreme Court 

decision that resulted in a new policy. There are PLENTY of laws, policies, and historical examples. 
 

I highly recommend starting with a basic search (maybe even Wikipedia) -- NOT as a final source for your 

research, but as a way to gain knowledge about WHAT you should be researching.  
 

YOU AND YOUR GROUP MEMBERS ALL NEED A DIFFERENT LAW, POLICY, OR HISTORICAL EXAMPLE. 
 
 

You should apply the research strategies discussed and practiced with Ms. Parks. Your source must be a 

RELIABLE source (research database, newspaper articles, .org and .edu, etc.). For this section, you will be 

required to provide a citation of the resource you used and add it to the “Works Cited” page. 
 

Once you find your article, you will record CORNELL NOTES for your article. This component will be included 

in the overall assessment of this section. You must follow the Cornell Notes structure, and the summary section 

of your Cornell Notes will serve as the first draft of your research summary. We will peer revise and peer edit 

these summaries next class period.  
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